Your chance to make a difference!

• Passionate about your job in healthcare science?
• Want to inspire the next generation of healthcare science staff?

Join the healthcare science ambassador scheme today and you could inspire the healthcare science workforce of the future!

Scientists in health: making a difference to people’s lives
What healthcare science ambassadors do

STEM NHS Healthcare Science Ambassadors share their passion for their profession with schools, colleges, patients and other health professionals. It’s not a big time commitment but can make a huge difference.

Healthcare science ambassadors get involved in all sorts of activities, such as:

- taking part in National Healthcare Science Week every March
- running science and engineering clubs
- providing careers guidance and mentoring to interested students
- and facilitating NHS work-based placements for both teachers and students.

It’s a chance for young people and their teachers to meet real-life healthcare science staff and existing ambassadors say the role is great fun, rewarding and excellent for their personal development and professional networking.

All the resources you need

NHS Careers has developed a toolkit with a wide range of supporting materials to help you in your role as a healthcare science ambassador, including powerpoint slides, a video of real-life healthcare science students talking about their experiences, and real life stories.

www.nhscareers.nhs.uk/hcstoolkit

Sign up today!

Visit the STEMNET website www.stemnet.org.uk to find out more about becoming a healthcare science ambassador. You’ll need to register online and ensure you select ‘NHS healthcare science ambassador’ from the drop down menu on page two of the registration form. You will be given support through an induction process and DBS checks and then you’ll be ready to sign up for a range of activities in your area!